
RADA TRAINING 

ACADEMY

Call Centre Training
4, 11, 18 and 25 February 2019
4, 11, 18 and 25 March 2019

Receptionist Training
1, 8, 15 and 22 February 2019

1, 8, 15, 22 and 29 March 2019

Computer Training – the basics
4, 11, 18 and 25 February 2019

4, 11, 18 and 25 March 2019

NEW **
Career Development Training (4 days)

25 February 2019

Interested corporates  or individuals 

can contact us on  0861 48 48 48 or Whatsapp 
073 920 4883

RADA EXTRAordinary 
NEWS

FEBRUARY 2019

How you can help:
Become a RADA angel, sponsor a project,

monetary donations  and or food and resources

RADA Training Academy

visits Greenstone mall for

The High School Career

Expo… South Africa’s only national

public exhibition designed to provide both
primary and high school children with the
necessary tools to succeed in high school
or tertiary education and beyond.
Visitors were able to learn about the
various public and private high schools on
offer, including special programs,
extracurricular activities and admissions
criteria. Tertiary institutions, which
included RADA Training Academy (RTA)
were able to provide prospective students
with tertiary education information, with
a special focus on Grade 11 & 12 learners
and their choice of study.

The high school career expo organizers
arranged for more than 1000 primary and
high School children and parents to attend
the expo which ran over the two days,
Friday 25 and 26 January, at Greenstone
mall in Edenvale.

Inspirational talks, flash mobs, music,
entertainment and prizes were part for
the expo. “What a great opportunity to
address parents and scholars over the two
days. It was a tremendous opportunity to
market and showcase RADA not only to
visitors but an opportunity to engage with
other exhibitors working in the same
industry, promoting and encouraging
further education with the young
upcoming and very vibrant market” says
RTA’s manager Donovan Michael.



#RADAINSPIRE

RADA Inspire 2019

“Be the Way.  Be the Change. 

One day at a time.”

Be the Way. Be the
Change. One day at a
time. Taking the message

to the streets in a new and
dynamic way, RADA
undertook an
unprecedented ten month
campaign, creating
awareness and on-the-
ground engagement
through various activations
and initiatives. These
included highlighting issues
around taxi and road user
awareness, bullying in
schools and the workplace,
negativity in the service
industry, recognizing the
need for extra
humanitarian care and
more.
Looking back, the task was
mammoth, but every bit
worth it. During 2018,
RADA witnessed a
conscious effort from
citizens to make a
difference and lead better,
more positive lives. “The

truth is, we realised,
change doesn’t begin with
grand gestures; it begins
with a simple change in
perspective,” says J-P
Nobrega, CEO and founder
of RADA. “This is what
RADA Inspire is here to
assist in doing. We cannot
actively
change peoples’ actions,
but we can assist to change
their mindset, so that by
marrying action with
awareness and
encouraging people to
make one small difference
each day, we can
collectively better the
world we share.”
Using music as a vehicle for
change, RADA released, to
critical acclaim, a power
anthem featuring 31 of
South Africa’s top artists
titled We Stand Together.
Throughout 2018, RADA
Inspire was featured in
numerous publications
including Country Life,
Essentials Magazine, Living
and Loving, Your Family,
Food and Home and many
more, as well as being
featured on television with
inserts on Expresso
Morning Show on SABC 3
and the Afrikaans music
programme Kliphard on

SABC 2. With such a
successful movement in
2018, RADA has decided to
turn RADA Inspire into an
annual campaign, because
we realise that change is a
lifelong endevor that
comes about through
consistent renewing of the
mind daily. RADA Inspire
will continue in March
2019 with the same ten
month campaign, only
bigger and better.
RADA will continue to use
music to bring the message
of positive change to the
world with the eventual
release of the RADA Inspire
album, additional music
videos and singles
featuring South African
talent. RADA will also
continue to seek out new
artists through the RADA
Unearthed project,
assisting musicians in their
career and using the arts as
a medium to communicate
the RADA Inspire message.

The monthly topics for
focus for 2019 are:

March – Taxi and Road 
Rage Awareness.
April – Service Industry. 
May – Bullying Awareness. 
June - Family Support and

Elderly Awareness.
July – Comfort Month.
August – Women’s Month.
September–Heritage
Month.
October – Drug and
Alcohol Awareness.
November - Orphans,
homeless and community
awareness.
December – Celebratory
Wrap Up and the Year in
Review.

RADA Inspire is about
marrying action with
awareness, moving
forward inch by inch, and
making a difference in
people’s lives one day at a
time. It is based on the
premise that one person
can make a difference, and
that when you change
yourself, you raise your
resonance, creating a
ripple effect of positive
change. You don’t have to
be exceptional. You don’t
have to exert yourself
beyond your means. In the
end, all it takes is to do one
small thing differently,
empowering others with
the belief that they may do
the same.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XLhUIc96eIs


011 513 3545info@rada.co.za

RADA Inspire relaunches it’s

campaign for 2019 by hosting an evening

event at Café del Sol in Bryanston on the 7th of February.
The event was attended by many of RADAs sponsors, the
press and key celebrities. Everyone instrumental in
spreading the message of positive inspiration which will
effectively influence the lives of those who they come into
contact with. RADA continues to bring much needed
change to communities and the world at large by
encouraging an attitude of positivity, empathy and
kindness.

As Prime Circle head to Germany they take with them
the RADA Inspire message…of empowerment, creating
awareness across borders. Since their debut in 2002,
Prime Circle have been one of the most celebrated rock
acts in South African history. The band has toured
extensively, performing at several major international
festivals over the course of their 17-year-career, and
have been honoured with numerous South African music
awards and have celebrated chart-topping hits.

The band has released seven studio albums which have
all achieved either gold or platinum status. Their
audience has expanded to England and Europe where
they are represented by a German agent and have
signed an international recording deal, performing at
festivals and their own shows throughout Germany.

IF YOU DON’T YOU NEVER WILL is Prime Circle’s 7th
album, released worldwide in September 2017 with their
first hit off the album ‘The Gift’ receiving mass airplay
across South African and German radio stations.

“We are very excited to be working with Prime Circle
who have supported RADA Healing as well as the RADA
Inspire movement since its inception. To have an
internationally recognised band promote the RADA
vision is phenomenal. We wish them everything of the
best for their ‘Innocence tour’ to Germany”, says JP
Nobrega CEO of RADA in South Africa.

RADA and Prime

Circle on tour this
month

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/England
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Europe


www.rada.co.za
011 513 3545

info@rada.co.za

Wish list:
Stationery and uniforms for the 2019 school year - shoes,

socks shirts, shorts, trousers, skirts and school fees. Contact

RADA if you need specific sizing details.

Computers at Diepkloof Reading Corner and Thato

KeMatla – computers will entertain and educate the

children and give them valuable computer experience

Shelving at Thato KeMatla, Andries Meyer and the

Diepkloof Reading Corner – mainly to be able to store more

books and games, Thato KeMatla needs shelving for

storage.

Bathroom and kitchen renovations at Andries Meyer

Games and activities for all homes – board games are

needed to keep children and adults entertained and

interactive, things such as pool or table tennis tables are

also great for keeping people busy.

Save these RADA dates:
• Tuesday 6 August 2019 – RADA 5th annual golf day
• Thursday 19 September 2019 – RADA comedy event 
• Thursday 14 November 2019 – RADA 5th annual gala 

dinner 

2019 gets off to an

energetic start with
the ERYC. Sixty five

members of the East Rand Youth
Choir and a few energetic
parents, joined this years 1500
participants at the annual Neon
Night Race hosted by Arwyp
Medical Centre and organised by
the Kempton Park Road Runners.
The event took place on the 30th

of January at the Barnard
Stadium in Kempton Park.

The choir who were all dressed in their new RADA
t-shirts, kept the pace with their singing on the 5km
route through the streets of Kempton Park.
Needless to say they attracted plenty of attention

from fellow walkers as
well as media who
attended the event.
After completing the
walk and receiving their
medals they gathered
on the field to further
entertain while the last
of the participants
rounded the field and
completed the race.


